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REPRESENTATION OF FINITELY GENERATED
NILPOTENT GROUPS

I A N D. BROWN

A. I. Malcev has shown that finitely generated torsion
free nilpotent groups imbed as lattices in nilpotent Lie groups,
and hence their structure is similar to that of the Lie groups.
Since A. A. Kirillov has classified the representations of nil-
potent Lie groups and, in particular, shown that they are all
monomial (induced from one dimensional representations of
subgroups), one might conjecture that representations of
finitely generated nilpotent groups were monomial. (A repre-
sentation, here, is a weakly continuous unitary representation
on separable Hubert space.) We prove a criterion for when
a representations of finitely generated nilpotent groups are
monomial. We will also show that representations induced
from finite dimensional ones satisfy similar equivalence and
irreducibility criteria to those deduced by Kirillov for nil-
potent Lie groups.

To widen the conjecture slightly, one might ask about represen-
tations induced from finite dimensional representations. Our first
lemma shows that this reduces to the question of monomial repre-
sentations (using the theorem on inducing in stages).

Let us establish some notation, χ f G will be the representation
of G induced (definition in Mackey, [6]) from a representation χ of
some subgroup. If χ is a character (one dimensional representation)
on a subgroup H of G, χ9 is the character on Ha = g~ιHg given by
χβ(h) = (ghg"1). If £7 is a representation, Jg^(ϋ7) is the space on which
U acts. Let C be the complex numbers.

First of all, the wider conjecture reduces to the narrower via.

LEMMA 1. If V is a finite dimensional irreducible representation
of a nilpotent group G} then V is induced from a one dimensional
representation of some subgroup of G.

Proof. Consider F as a representation of GQ = G/Ker V. If V
is not one dimensional, Go is not abelian. Since Go is nilpotent, there
is an abelian normal noncentral subgroup A c G 0 Then V\A is a
sum of characters. Call one of these χ. Let F = {g e G: χg = χ}.
If g e G — F, g carries <% (̂χ), the subspace of ^if{V) on which A acts
according to χ, onto £έf{χg). Hence [GQ: F] < oo. Since F preserves
< (̂%)> we can let the representation of F on <^(χ) be U. Now note
that F Φ Go since V is faithful and A is not central hence not a
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multiple of a single character. Hence if we can prove V is equivalent
to U \ Go, we are done by induction on the dimension of £ίf(V).

Let f!e^f{U \ Go) be defined by f;(gk) = δikv where ve<%?(χ),
the gk are representatives for GJF and δik is the Kroneker δ. Then
the// span JT(ί7 | Go) Let TΓ// - Ffor1)^ Then TΓ: ̂ T(i7 ΐ Go) —
Sίf(V). One can check that ϊΓ commutes with the action of Go and
is unitary, using the fact that V(gi)<%f(χ) 1 ££f(χ) for gi Φ e. Thus
we conclude that V is induced as a representation of Go, from a
faithful representation of some subgroup of Go, hence, by induction,
from a character χ0 on some subgroup H of Go. Then, as a repre-
sentation of G, V is induced from χj on p~ι(H) where p: G —»Go is
the canonical projection and χ'0(g) — χo(p(g))

Next, we need some information about finitely generated nilpotent
groups.

DEFINITIONS. (1) If JVis a group, let N* = [N, iV*'"1], N2 = [N, N]
where [A, B] is the subgroup generated by all commutators aba~ιb~\
aeA,beB. (2) A nilpotent group is nilpotent of class Jc if Nk+1 — 1,

LEMMA 2. A subgroup of a finitely generated nilpotent group
is finitely generated.

Proof. Let H be a subgroup of the finitely generated nilpotent
group G. If G is nilpotent of class 1, G is abelian and the result is
quite easy.

Assume the result for all nilpotent groups of class k. If G is
nilpotent, of class k + 1, JBΓΠ [G, G] is finitely generated as a subgroup
of [G, G]. Also H/Hf] [G, G], as a subgroup of G/[G, G] is finitely
generated since G/[G, G] is abelian.

A set of representatives for the generators of H/Hf) [G, G] plus
the generators for JBΓ n [G, G] will serve as a set of generators for H.

LEMMA 3. If G is a finitely generated nilpotent group for any
fixed n there are only a finite number of subgroups of G of index n.

Proof. The result is due to Howe [3] for a torsion free finitely
generated nilpotent group. We show here how the result extends to
any finitely generated nilpotent group.

Hirsch [2] has shown that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of finite
index in the direct product A x B where A is a finite group and B
is a torsion free finitely generated nilpotent group. Then if [G: H] ̂  r
and [A x B: G] = n, then [AxB:H]£n + r. Since H/Hf] B^BH/B
[H: HΠB] - [BH: B] g \A\. Thus [A x B: Hf] B] ̂  (n + r) \A\ and
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[B: H Π B] ^ n + r. By Howe's result there are only a finite number
of choices for Hf)B and then, to complete the choice of H, one is
left to select among less than (n + r) \A\ cosets of HΠ B in G.
Hence there are only a finite number of possibilities for H given r
and G

We now introduce, the

DEFINITION. A subgroup H of a group G is called isolated if it
contains all its roots, i.e., if g* e H for some positive integer n9 then
geH.

We will denote the smallest isolated subgroup containing H by H*.
Then H* has the following properties.

LEMMA 4.

(1) H9* = H** for all geG

(2) CHinfia* - HfΠH*
( 3 ) NG(H*) = NG(H)*
( 4) fl/iP n i ϊ and .fiΓ'/H' Π # are finite <=> g e Nβ(H*).

Proof. (1) JceH9*<=>kne H9 for some n
<=> Jcn = flr"1^ for some w, λ

y — h for some n, fe

(2) ge(Hι

geH* Π H* =>g^eH, and gn*eH2

=> flf Λ eH.ΠH.^ge
(3) [IT*: H] is finite (from Baumslag [1], Lemma 2.8). If fire

NG(H*), gHg-1 c if* of index [H*: H]. Thus only a finite number of
these gHg"1 are different by Lemma 3. Thus gn e NG(H) for some n,
i.e., geNG(H)* and NG(H*)a NG(H)*. But iSΓG(ίF) is isolated (Euros
[5], p. 249). Hence NG(H*)* - NG(H*). Also for ΛeJEΓ* geNG(H),
if Λ* G jff, flrA flf-1 = (ghg-y is in ff. Hence ghg^-e H* and flr 6 N0(H*).
Thus iVσ(£r) c NG(H*), so we have

iSΓσ(fΓ ) c NG{HT c lSΓβ(JEΓ*) - NG{H*) .

Hence the result (3)
(4) (HgΠ H)* = H*9 Π H* H/H9 f] H is finite -> J ϊ * / ^ n £Γ is

finite => (H9 Π Jϊ)* = £Γ*̂  Π H* = H* (this because if Hz> K are both
isolated they may be considered as subgroups of torsion free G/(torsion
subgroup of G) and there it is easy to see that either [H: K] — 1 or
[H: K] is infinite). Similarly H9jH9 f] H finite =- H*9 Π -ff* = H*°.
Hence the two finiteness conditions yield g e NG(H*). If g e NG(H*)9
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(H9 n H)* = H* and the two quotients are finite.

1. To develop our criterion mentioned above, we need a couple
of lemmas, and for these we need the

DEFINITION. If L, M are representations of a group G, and inter-
twining operator for L and M is a bounded linear operator T: £^{L) —>
3ίf{M) such that TL(g) = M(g)T for all geG.

The intertwining number, i(L, M), of L and M is the dimension
of the space of intertwining operators for L and M.

The first lemma centres around a situation which will be the
chief concern of this section. A subgroup H preserves a one dimen-
sional subspace of a certain representation space £ί?(p). This action
describes a character of H. If this character is induced to G, the
lemma describes its relationship to the original representation p.

LEMMA 5. Let p be a representation of G, ve £ίf(p) such that
ρ(H)v c Cv where H is some subgroup, and p(g)v J_ v for all g eG — H.
Then if χ(h)v = p(h)v, i(χ ί G, p) > 0.

Proof. We merely have to construct one nonzero intertwining
operator.

Let U = X t G, g% be right coset representatives of H and f\ be
in £{f(JJ) defined by f\(g5) = v i = j and fl(gs) = 0 iΦj. Then
U{g)fl — ft where w = χ{gkggϊι)v and gk is the representative of

To see this,

U(g)fl(hg0) = fl{hgόg)

g)

gi) where gx

represents

Hgόg = \
(xWxigggT^v 1 = i since

1 = i if and only if gs-g e Hg{ <=> g, e Hg^"1

— X(h)fk(gj) as claimed. Now define

be

W{fί) -

Then one can show that WU(g) = ρ(g)W for all #e G, after defining
W on all of §ίf{V) by linearity. Then if TF is bounded it is an
intertwining operator. In fact, W is an isometry. First note that
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/=Σ//Cf<)

Thus

(Wf, Wfo) = (Σ PiβT1)/^), Σ (ttfVoU/i))

= Σ (p(gτι)Σ
by the perpendicularity hypothesis of the lemma,

The other lemma is concerned with the multiplicity of characters
in the restriction of a representation.

LEMMA 6. If p is a representation of a nilpotent group H and
χ is a one dimensional subrepresentation of p, and Ho is a normal
subgroup of H such that [H: HQ] is finite with the property that % | Ho

occurs an infinite number of times in ρ\H0 (i.e., i(χ\HOy p\HQ) is
infinite), then χ occurs an infinite number of times in p.

Proof. Choose an integer k such that Hk c Hθ9 H
k~ι <£ Ho (Hi =

[H, H*-1]). Choose h e Hh~ι - Ho. Then the group Hλ generated by
h and Ho is normal in H. Also, for some positive integer n, hn e Ho.
Let Vi 6 3ίf(p) be an infinite independent set on which Ho acts as
χ\H0. Then the subspace spanned by the {h*vr: i — 1, •••, n} contains
a vector on which i?i acts as χ \ Hlβ Namely, if a — χ(h) and

Λ—1

w = Σ a^pih^Vr, then
i=0

hvw = χ(h)pw for all integers p. Since there is an infinite number of
independent vr9 there are an infinite number of independent such w-
hence χ\Hx is of infinite multiplicity in ρ\Hγ. Continuing this con-
struction a finite number of times, we reach the conclusion of the
lemma.

These two lemmas will be very useful in what follows. We now
come to our criterion.

DEFINITION. We will say a representation of a group G has the
finite multiplicity property if there is a subgroup H which preserves
a one dimensional subspace of £ίf{p) with the additional property that
if χ is the character of H so defined, p\H contains χ as a discrete
direct summand only a finite number of times.

With this we can state.
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THEOREM 1. If G is a finitely generated nilpotent group, an
irreducible representation p of G has the finite multiplicity property
if and only if p is induced from a one dimensional representation of
some subgroup of G.

Proof of Theorem 1. Assume p has the finite multiplicity property.

Claim. There is a subgroup HaG and a vector v in έ%f(p) such
that p(h)v = χ(h)v for all h e H (χ(h) e C) with the additional property
that X \ G is irreducible.

If this is so, χ \ NG(H*) is irreducible, where NG(H*) is the
normalizer of H* in G. But this means, by Mackey [7], Theorem 3',
t h a t χ9 Φ χ o n H9 n H f o r a n y g e N G ( H * ) - H. C h o o s e heH9 Γ\H
such that χ9(h) Φ χ(h). Then

(ρ(g)v, v) = (ρ(hg)v, p(h)v)

= (p(g)X9{h)v, X(h)υ)

= r(h)χ(h)(p(g)v, v) .

Since χ'(h) Φ χ(h), then (ρ(g)v, v) = 0. Let K = Nβ(H*). Then χ | K
is an irreducible subrepresentation of the representation of K given
by the closed linear span of p{K)v, by Lemma 5.

Let NG(K) = Iξ Let χ | UΓ = Ϊ7 and choose geKλ- K. Then
by Mackey [7], Theorem 3' Ug is not equivalent to U since U \ G
is irreducible.

Let Sff* be a subspace of £^{p) on which if acts according to
U. Then #Jg^ j_ . ^ for g eKt — K, since, if not, the projection of
g<%^ to £%t is an intertwining operator for Ug and U.

By the form of U there is a vector v0 e S(f^ such that p(k)v0 ± v0

for all keK — H and p(fe)v0 = X(h)v0 for all heH. Thus ^ ( ^ o i. ^0

for all g e Kx — H. Hence, by Lemma 5, χ ] Kx is a subrepresenta-
tion of the representation of iΓL on the closed linear span of p(K^)v^

Since G is nilpotent, a finite number of applications of this argu-
ment shows that χ ] G is a subrepresentation of p. But /> is irredu-
cible. Thus χ t G is equivalent to |O.

Thus the "only i f part of the theorem is proven if we can estab-
lish the claim.

By Theorem 3' of Mackey [7] we would be done if χ9 Φ χ on
Hg Π H for all g e NG(H*), where H, χ are as in the definition of the
finite multiplicity property. We will produce a new triple H\ χ', vf

with this property.
The first step is to satisfy this requirement for geNG(H*) — H*.

Let Ho = C\gBNQ{H*)Q~"ιHQ By (3) of Lemma 4 this intersection is finite.
Hence, by (2) and (1) of Lemma 4, iJ0* = if*. Thus [H: Ho] is finite.
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Let χo = χ\H0 and L = {geNG(H*):χj = χ0}. Then, using Lemma 6,
the dimension of the space spanned by Lv is finite, since p\H0 acts
as χ0 thereon

Then p(L) on this subspace is a nilpotent unitary subgroup of
GL{n, C) for some n Hence the connected component of its algebraic
closure is diagonalizable. Thus L has a subgroup Lo such that [L: Lo]
is finite and there is a v0 in the span of p(L)v such that tv0 e Cv0 for
all t e Lo. Now if there is a g e NG{H*) — JET* such that χ9 = χ on
H9 Π H, then χ9 = χ on £Γ0 and # e L.

Let t.f. rank i£ = torsion free rank K = dimension of the simply
connected nilpotent Lie group in which iΓ*/(torsion subgroup of K)
imbeds as a uniform subgroup.

Then t.f. rank L > t.f. rank H and t.f. rank Lo > t.f. rank H.
Since (?/(torsion subgroup of G) imbeds as a uniform subgroup of a
simply connected nilpotent Lie group, the torsion free ranks of the
subgroups are bounded, so we can begin with an H with the required
properties and maximum rank, and the above argument shows that
there is no g e NG(H*) - iJ* such that χg = χ on Hg Π H. In fact,
our argument is stronger-there is no g e NG(H*) — i ϊ* such that
χ9 - χ on Ho.

Now let L = {g e H*: χ9 \ Ho = χ \ Ho}. Let L ί = [L, L'-% Lm c Ho

and I/1"1 ςt Ho. Choose g e Lm~ι — HQ and let Hx be the group gener-
ated by g and Ho. Then fZi is normal in L since Ho is. Since L c
H*, gkeHQ for some positive integer k. Let a be a kth root of χ(#*)
and define w as in the proof of Lemma 6. Then p{g)w = aw and
ρ(h)w = χ(Λ)^ for all Λ e Ho. Thus χ extends to a character χx of H^
Let Lx = {ί eL: χ[ — χ j and continue this process. Since [H*: Ho] is
finite, this terminates with Lk = ί?&, say.

Then for g e H* - Lk,χ
9 Φ χ on Ho if geH* - L, χ9 Φ χ1 on

H.IDHO if geL - Lί9 , χl Φ χk on Hk =)ίZfc_1 if ^reLft_1 - L&. Thus
χί ^ χk on Ĥfe for any geH* — Lk = H* — Hk. From the above
paragraph, χ°k Φ χk on Ho c fl* for any g e Ng(H*) — H*. Thus χg ^
χfc on H9

k Π ίίfc for δr e NG{H*) — Hk. Since if* = iffc* this is precisely
the subgroup-representation pair we were seeking. Hence we have
the claim, and thus the "only if" part of the theorem.

Suppose fe £έf(χ \ G) and hf = χ(h)f. As in the proof of Lemma
2, let gi be the right coset representatives of if. Let

= 0 i Φ j

and define /, elsewhere so that it is in £{f(χ \ G). Then/ = Σf{g?)fi
and λ/< = χ(gkhgτι)fk where ^ is the representative of if^/r1. Then
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= Σχ(h)f(g8)fs .

The fi are an orthonormal basis of <β£*(χ 1 (?). Thus |/(&)| = \f(gk)\
for all h 6 H. Thus for / to be in £^(χ | G), I/j^ must have a finite
orbit in the cosets where /(&) ^ 0 for / to have a finite norm. Thus
there is a finite integer n such that &&* 6 Hgi9 i.e., gJfgT1 € iϊ. Thus
Λfê Γ1 s JH"* for each h e H. Thus giHgj1 c £Γ*. Taking * on both
sides, giH*gt = if*, hence g€eNG(H*).

But χ t <? ί s irreducible if and only if i(χ ] G,χ } G) = 1 and
by Theorem 3' of Mackey [7], this is if and only if

deDf
dφe1

Now deDf iί and only if deNσ(H*). Hence for deNG(H*) there is
an he Hd Π H such that χd(h) Φ χ(h). Now

hf(d) = /(dλ) = f(dhd-ιd)

= χd(h)f(d) for heHdΠH

* X(h)f(d) unless /(d) = 0 .

Hence / can only be nonzero on one right H coset — H itself. There
it is determined once its value at e is. Hence χ has multiplicity 1
in χ t G\H.

2. Now let use this criterion to show there is representation of
a nilpotent group which is not induced from any finite dimensional
representation (or, equivalently, from any one-dimensional representa-
tion).

Our example will be a representation of the group of 3 x 3 ma-
trices of the form

where x, y, z are integers

We will denote this matrix by (x, y, z) so that

(x, y, z)(x', y\ z') = (x + y',y + y', z + zf

1

0

0

X

1

0

z
y

1

First we describe a general form for a representation of G. A
particular example of this will turn out to be the required counter-
example. For / in L\SU λ) where St is the circle and λ is Lebesgue
measure, let

Us(x, y, z)f(t) = euty+hz)s(x, t)f(t + xb) where b is not in Qπ (Q is
the rational numbers). This is a representation for any measurable
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s: Z x Si—* Slf where the image circle is the unit circle of the com-
plex numbers, if s satisfies the property

((1)) s(x + x\ t) = s(x, t)s(x', t + xb)

Note that, in fact, s(l, t) can be an arbitrary measurable function,
and then s(x, t) is completely defined by ((1))

Let us now find out which Us are equivalent, and at the same
time show that they are irreducible.

LEMMA 7. The U3 are irreducible and U8l is equivalent to UH if
and only if there is measurable f: Sx —• Si such that

β l(l, ί) - f{t) f{t + 6)82(1, ί) .

Proof. Suppose V: L2iSuX)->L\SuX) is unitary and USlV =
VUH — i.e., Uaι(x, y,z)V = VUS2ix, y, z) for all integers x, y, z. Then

VU82iO, y, 0)/ - U§l(0,y,0)Vf.

Thus V commutes with multiplication by eiyt for any integer y. Thus,
by a known theorem of functional analysis (cf. Naimark, [10], p. 499,
I) vf(t) = v(t)f(t) for some measurable v: S, -> Sx. Then VUβi(x, 0, 0) =
USlix, 0, 0)V implies v(t)sz(x, t)f(t + xb) = (̂a?, i)v(i + α*)/(ί + α?6) for
any / in L*(Sl9 λ) for all t e S, and x e Z. Thus

v(ί)s2(fff *) = si(^> *)^(* + χb)

is necessary for equivalence, and by the decomposition of V above it
can easily be shown to be sufficient. It is also easy to see that if
six, t) is constructed from s(l, ί) by ((1)), then this equation is equiv-
alent to v(t)8%(l, t) = s^l, t)v(t + δ), as required. If sx = s2, then this
means that v(t) = v(t + b) — i.e. v is invariant under translation by
6. But this translation is an ergodic action on the circle. Hence, by
a standard theorem of ergodic theory, v is constant a.e., with respect
to λ. Thus V is in fact a scalar multiple of the identity operator,
which shows that Us is irreducible.

Now let us look at a character χ and subgroup H. Us is infinite
dimensional. Hence if χ \ G is equivalent to Us, [G: H] is infinite.
Further, by Theorem 3' of Mackey [7]

Ox ί G, x ί G) = Σ « # « n s; χ|ff< n # ) .

If d = (0, 0, 2), <Z is central so that Hd = H and χd = χ. Thus if
*(% ΐ >̂ Z ΐ β) = If there can be only one H: H double coset repre-
sentative of the form d = (0, 0, z). Hence (0, 0, Z) c H. From this
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and the fact that [G: H] is infinite, we can see that H = {(nk, np, z):
n, z in Z). Call this subgroup Hkp. If χ is a character on H, since
(0, 0, Z) is central, χ((0, 0, z)) = eiwz for some w for all zeZ. If / is
the identity operator, then χ ] G((0, 0, z)) - βίw*J. But E7.((0, 0, z)) =
eίδ2. Hence w = 6 if χ | G is equivalent to Us.

LEMMA 8. If Us is equivalent to χ f G for χ a character on
Hkp, then k = 1.

Proof. Let K — HOί. Parameterize the elements of Hkp by n and
z. Let [n, z] = (ti/c, np, z). Then [w, ̂ ][t̂ ', z'\ = (n + n', z + z' + nnfkp).
Then one can check that any character on Hkp is of the form χab

where

Xab(nk, np, z) = exp ΐ(wα — bn(n — ϊ)kp/2 + bz)

First let us examine χab ] G\K where χab is a character on iϊfc2, and
k Φ 0. Then the i ϊ^ : iΓ double coset representatives may be chosen
{(x, 0, 0): 0 ^ a? < k}. One can check that if d = (x, 0, 0), χ*b = χα+a?2,5,fe.
Then by Mackey's theorem (Mackey, [6], p. 117, Theorem 7 1)

χab ΐ G\κ=Σt[χ*h\(o,o,Z)] t K

= Σ.[χm\(o,o,z)] ί IT

= k

copies of the regular representation of (0, Z, 0) direct product with
ψb where ^(0, 0, z) = eibz. If k Φ 1, this has a commuting algebra
which is not abelian. A projection onto one of the copies does not
commute with the isomorphism between the copies. On the other hand,

17.(0,2/, *)/(*) = e«»'+w/(i) ,

which is precisely the regular representation of (0, Z, 0) direct product
with ψb. Using the theorem in Naimark ([10], p. 499, I), it is easy
to see that this representation has an abelian commuting algebra.
Hence to prove the result it remains to dispose of the case where
k = 0. Then χab j G | K = ΣΓ=-~ lib by Mackey's theorem where d =
(x, 0, 0) if p = 1. For k = 0 and p Φ 1 or — 1 it is not hard to show,
using Theorem 3' of Mackey [7], that χab j G is not irreducible. Now
if Us and χab | G were equivalent for χab defined on HQ1, then US\K
and χab j G\K would be equivalent, and by a theorem of Mackey
(Mackey, [8], p. 103) Lebesgue measure would be measure isomorphic
to the measure which weights each point of the orbit of a as 1. But
this is a contradiction, since Lebesgue measure would then be atomic.
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This concludes the lemma.

Now some U8 are equivalent to χ \ G for some χ. In fact we
have the following lemma.

LEMMA 9. If χab is a character on Hίp, χab ] G is equivalent to
U8 where s(l, t) = ei{a~tp).

Proof. For fe<%?{χab \ G) let f\m) = /(0, m, 0). Then / — / '
is an isomorphism <^(χα δ ί G)—>12 and

χab ί (?(», y, *)/((<>, m, o)

= /(α?, m + 2/, «)

= / ( ( ^ ̂ P> z — xm — xy + x2p)(0, m + y — xp, 0))

= %ab(%, %P, z — xm — xy + x2p)f'{m + y — xp) .

Taking Fourier transform,

χttδ ΐ G(s, y, z)f\t)

= X e~itmχab(xf xp, z — xm — xy + x2p)f'(m + y — xp)

= Σ exp ΐ[£(m — 2/ + a?p) — 6α;(m — y

+ 6(β - xy + x2p)]f(m)

= eί{ty+bz) exp i[xa - 6α;(̂  - l)p/2 - txp]f'(t + a&).

Thus comparing to the form of E7,,

β(l, ί) = e*-™ .

COROLLARY. U8 is equivalent to a representation induced from a
character on some subgroup if and only if there is some real a and
integer p and measurable f: Si —»St such that

8(1, t) = ei{a-*>f(t)f(t + b) .

What we are going to show is that we can choose s(l, t) so that
this equation is impossible.

To do this, we need

LEMMA 7. // χab is a character on H10 and χuυ a character on
HIP for p Φ Q, then χab f G is not equivalent to χuv ] G for any choice
of α, 6, u, v.
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Proof.

i(Xab ί G, χuv \ G)

n Hlf) ,

by Mackey [7], Theorem 3' But fl10 is normal and fl10 Π flip = (0, 0, Z).
Hence for no d is [H^: H& Π Hlp] finite. Thus J9/ is empty and the
representations are not equivalent-

Let us note what this says according to the equivalence formula
for the Us. Substituting ^(1, t) = eia and s2(i, t) = ei{u~pt) we find that

.» ΐ G, j

= Σi(:
dtDf

IAN

c. ί
zί ltf

D.

(?)

iϊn

BROWN

(2) eia = ei{u-pt)f(t)f(t + b)

is false for any measurable f: St-^Sl9 p Φ 0f and any α, tt
But by Theorem 1, if Us is induced from χ there must be an

fe^(Us) such that Us(h)f = χ(fe)/ for all fcefl, the subgroup on
which χ is defined. Thus there must be an feL2(Sl9 λ) such that

U8(n, np, z)f{t) = exp ί[^α — bn{n — l)p/2 + bz]f(t) .

i.e.

W6) = exp i[wα - bn{n - l)p/2 + bz]f(t) .

Taking absolute values, this means | / | is constant on orbits under
translation by b. Hence ] / | is constant a.e., by ergodicity. Hence
we can assume /: Sλ —> S^ Then for n — 1, this says

s(l, ί) - eiaf(t)f(t + b)e~^ .

Us is an irreducible representation if s(l, ί) = eίί/2. Then

b)

Then

Since 1 + 2p ^ 0 for any p, this contradicts (2). Hence this Us is not
induced from a character.

3. Although every irreducible representation of a finitely gener-
ated nilpotent group is not induced from a character, it is useful to
know exactly how to obtain those that are. In fact Mackey's Theorem
3' of [7] leads quickly to a Kirillov type result. We have

THEOREM 2. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent group. Then
(1) If H is a subgroup of G,χ a character (one dimensional

representation) on H, and there is no g e NG(H*) — H such that χ9 = χ
on H9 Π H, then χ \ G is irreducible.
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(2) If H is a subgroup of G, V a finite dimensional representa-
tion H such that V ] G is irreducible then V \ G is equivalent to a
representation obtained as in (1).

(3) // %!, χ2 are characters on subgroups Hu H2 respectively satis-
fying the condition in (1), then χ1 } G is equivalent to χ2 | G if and
only if there is a geG such that

H*9 = fiΓ2* and χf = χ2 on H( Π H2.

Proof. By the theorem of Mackey,

where d e Df if and only if both HdJHf Π H2 and H2/Hί Π H2 are finite

<- Hi*IHf Π H2 and H*/Hίf)H2

are finite

<=> HίV(Ht Π H2r and Hf/(H*nHJ*

are finite

-> iϊ?* - iff* n H%* and iί2* = Jf* n H%*

« JET?* = ίz;*d = H 2 * .

From this (3) is immediate.
If we let χ1 = χ2 = χ, then d e Df if and only if d e NG(H*), and
( 1 ) is immediate.
( 2 ) is merely Lemma 1.
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